WASHINGTON NEWS

Secret War Documents Reveal Third War Plot

WASHINGTON, June 22—A Senate committee today ended 18 months of investigations showing how the Nazis intend to "hide" in strata of political and military power to make a third attempt at world conquest.

The announcement was made by Chairman Kilgore (D., Va.), a member of the Senate committee of military group. The committee apparently obtained some of its information in a recent trip to Europe. Kilgore said his committee will open hearings Monday on the economic base for Nazi aggression and that additional factual basis will be brought out.

Meet in Strasbourg

The announcement contained a report on a meeting with Nazi industrialists at Strasbourg, Aug. 10, 1936, intended to make postwar plant.

This document, Kilgore said, is evidence of how the German industry worked hand in hand with the Nazi party to prepare against the world war of aggression.

"Documentary material of this type shows that with the advent of the German army and the disintegrating of the National Socialists, the German cartels are attempting to disassociate themselves from their co-conspirators.

"Masquerading as "neutral businessmen" without allegiance, they also have conceived various plans for a third attempt at world conquest.

"The document on the secret meeting quoted was signed by S.H. obergarten of the Hermeshof and Schonberg, saying that at the meeting "German industry must realize that the war cannot be delayed any longer and that it must take steps in preparation for a postwar industrial campaign."

"Each industrialist must make contact and alliances with foreign firms, but this must be done in the individual and not with an existing group.

Underground Placed

At Strasbourg, the Nazis, Kilgore said, the Nazis told the industrialists that "there must be the underground, and they must prepare themselves for the underground, which would be forced to go underground."" You would think that when one thought of the document the said, the Nazis would allocate large sum of money to the industrialists to each could establish a smooth plant in postwar period in foreign countries.

Kilgore suggested that firms set up research units not connected with their factories.

"These bureaus will receive plans and drawings of new weapons as well as all secret processes which they need to continue their research and work must not be allowed to fall into the hands of the enemy.

One of the pretenses was that the "bureaus" would continue to be studying water resources.

Cemetery Bill Approved (57)—The Senate passed and sent to the House legislation establishing a national cemetery in every state and territory which does not have one.

War Powers Time Extended (96)—Legislation extending the war powers, under which war was declared on May 20, 1941, has been approved by the Senate. The reauthorization of the bill provides for the reauthorization of the bill. The bill was sent on to the White House for signature.

Land Bank Loans Boosted (57)—The Senate passed and sent to the House legislation allowing the Federal Land Bank to make loans up to 4 per cent of the appraised value of the land mortgaged. Hereafter they have been reduced to 5 per cent.

Air Carriers Rejected (57)—Prospects of a "chosen instrument" to represent the United States in international aviation virtually disappeared when the Senate Subcommittee voted against approval of the proposed "inter- America Flag Line, Inc.," in which man of the country's airlines would be able to participate. The bill still

must be considered by the full Senate Commerce Committee.

Oil Situation Tight (57)—As long as the Pacific war lasts the fuel oil situation will remain as serious as it was last year and possibly tighter—the Petroleum Administration for War said in a report to Rep. Adams (R., N.H.) that it would have to cut all requests to convert heating fuel from oil to coal to save oil for aviation.